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Tom Hackenberg

Tom Hackenberg is a Principal Analyst for Computing and Software in the Semiconductor, Memory and Computing Division at Yole Développement 

(Yole). Tom is engaged in developing processor market monitors and research into related technology trends. He is currently focused on low and 

ultralow power. Tom is an industry leading expert with more than a decade’s experience reporting on markets for semiconductor processors. Tom is 

also well-versed in related technology trends including IoT, heterogeneous processing, chiplets, AI and edge computing.

Tom holds a BSECE from the University of Texas at Austin.
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GENERAL MARKET OVERVIEW
Major Market Trends

Covid 19 – Pandemic impacts the global economy.

We are now seeing signs that the Omicron Variant of Covid 19 has peaked in the first half of 2022 and rapidly fall. However, as predicted, different regions, based on

vaccination use levels and effectiveness (related to their economic maturity) will have regional variations that are hard to predict with the mix of Delta and Omicron

and potentially other variants. The Americas and EMEA are attempting to return to pre-pandemic economic conditions, while mainland China and the rest of the Asia

Pacific region remain rightfully cautious. The disruptions that were caused will however take several years to balance out as workforces and balancing supply chain to

demand must adjust to new paradigms that may not reflect pre-pandemic economic balance.

Supply chain disruption – Not really an automotive semiconductor shortage.

The markets that exhibited a boon from the home office transition were still very strong in 2021 but will exhibit a sluggish forecast until replacement cycles average

out again. The demand for equipment in short supply may not be remedied quickly either creating a reduced but longer lasting recovery in these areas. The current

disruptions continue because of stockpiling and wild swings in trying to predict what should be prioritized in the limited capacity of current manufacturing. The

resulting imbalances will likely continue for years as new capacity slowly comes online and OEMs can feel more confident in their just-in-time ordering model instead

of stockpiling. As a result, we are likely to continue to see months of order delays for at least another year of not two. Other materials shortages such as substrate

material are now exacerbating the problem. Even new foundry capacity may not completely resolve issues. Current geopolitical strife still has at least a short-term

negative impact on supply chain. Long-term impacts cannot be ascertained at this time.

Pricing – New pricing growth trends.

As a rule, prices drop and new products with more features replace the old products to bolster the average selling price, but the highly competitive landscape

favored decreasing prices. Unlike memory, sensors and other semiconductors with a high substitution value, processors tend to have far fewer substitutions, so prices

are more inelastic unless there are extreme supply or demand disruptions. With the supply chain disruption and the generally increasing cost of manufacturing, that

trend is reversing. MCU prices are expected to rise over the next five years. As we predicted prices rose in 2021, but even more than we anticipated for MCUs

causing a very strong revenue rebound in the end of 2021. We are predicting continued hikes in 2022 and an artificially high price that is unlikely to come down much

before 2026. There is a risk of overbuilding driving down prices in 2024 and beyond, but this is unlikely given that the new fabs will not be targeting traditional MCU

manufacturing technologies, but cutting edge MPUs, GPUs and accelerators. It is more likely manufacturers will keep prices high to recuperate some of the

investments in new capacity. It will take one or more manufacturers thinking they can grow share by undercutting the competition, but a more gradual decrease in

ASP is likely to benefit most suppliers regardless of market share. Materials shortages, real or feigned, may forestall a rapid lowering of ASP before 2027.
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WHAT’S NEW KEY FEATURES

Yours needs are out 

of the report’ scope?

Contact us for a customized 

inquiry:

WHAT’S IN THE REPORT
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• Quarterly detail updated to 2021, 2022 and 

2023

• Annual Market Forecast revised and 

extended to 2027

• Detailed vertical market, technology, and 

manufacturing forecasts revised and updated 

to 2027

• Annual market shares updated to include 

data from 2021 annual report data and 

updated to compare 2020 and 2021 rankings

• New featured discussion of RISC-V 

architecture for MCUs with market share 

forecast to 2027

• Updated discussion of megatrends such as 

the pandemic and supply chain disruption 

• Five MCU class and ten vertical market splits 

modeled top down on 100 device/application 

categories tracked and bottom up from 

studying over 40 market suppliers.

• Regional ship to estimates

• Forecast through 2027

• Market shares and ranking for 2020 & 2021

• Microcontroller design trends including a 

variety of MCU functions and design features

• Manufacturing trends by process node

• Megatrends impacting the semiconductor 

market or MCU market specifically

• A fresh new MCU related in-depth 

discussion on a different topic each quarter

• Access to the analyst for personalized Q&A

http://www.yole.fr/
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This is meant to be as close to a comprehensive view of the microcontroller market. The overall market size is derived from both a ‘top-down’
analysis of the reported revenue of MCU suppliers on a quarterly basis. This is cross referenced and fact-checked through interviews with MCU
suppliers and with other industry standard reporting data on microcontrollers. This creates a base year and historical view of the overall MCU
market.

The market size is then distributed across class, market and application by evaluating the market size and forecast estimates for crucial applications
driving each market for MCUs. Teardowns are referenced and interviews done to create estimates of design trends and of the MCU content in the
Build of Material (BoM) of electronic equipment.This builds the ‘bottom-up’ analysis of the market.

These two opposing views are corroborated amongst related trends analysis.

The resulting analysis provides the following scope:

• BaseYear 2021, reported data through 2021 Q4 based on all but a few final year end supplier performance

• Revenue, Unit and ASP

• 2020, 2021 and 2022 quarterly estimates and 5-year annual forecast (2027)

• Regional, Class and Market organized data

• Supplier rankings and profiles

• Manufacturing data
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SCOPE OF THE MARKET MONITOR

Yours needs are 

out of the report’ 

scope?

Contact us for a custom study:

http://www.yole.fr/
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COMPANIES CITED IN THIS REPORT

Abov, Actions, Ambiq Micro, Analog Devices, AppoTech, ARM, CEC Huada Electronic Design Co, Ltd, China 

Resources Microelectronics (CR Micro), CML Microsystems, Elan Microelectronics, EM Microelectronic, Epson, 

Espressif, Giantec Semiconductor, GigaDevice, Guoxin Microelectronics (Unigroup), Holtek Semiconductor, 

Honeywell, Infineon Technologies, Intel (exiting MCU market), IXYS (Littlefuse), Maxim Integrated (acquired by 

Analog Devices), Microchip Technology, Mikron, Nationz Technologies, Nordic Semiconductor, Nuvoton

Technology (includes Panasonic Semiconductor), NXP, Nyquest, ON Semiconductor, On-Bright Electronics, 

Quicklogic, Renesas Electronics Corporation, RISC-V International, ROHM, Samsung Electronics, Shanghai Belling, 

Shanghai Fudan Microelectronics, Silan Microelectronics, Silicon Laboratories Inc, Skyworks Solutions, SONiX, 

STMicroelectronics, Sunplus IT, Texas Instruments, Ultrasense, Weltrend Semiconductor, Winbond, and more.
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METHODOLOGIES & DEFINITIONS

Market

Volume (in Munits)

ASP (in $)

Revenue (in $M)

Yole’s market forecast model is based on the matching of several sources:

Information 

Aggregation

Preexisting

information

http://www.yole.fr/
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This monitor was designed to provide actionable data for strategic marketing, business development, engineering design teams, product

line managers, investment analysts, mergers & acquisitions strategists, risk analysts and many related professionals in the following business

types:

• Semiconductor suppliers providing or competing with the MCU market

• Processor and on-chip IP developers

• Semiconductor manufacturers

• System Integrators

• Edge equipment designers

• Hardware security developers

• Module developers

• OS, middleware and software developers

• Integrated design environment (IDE) developers

• Electronic design automation (EDA) developers

• Internet-of-Things and edge computing specialists and consultants

• Banking, investment, mergers and acquisitions agents targeting semiconductor & technology

• Sustainability specialists studying low-power processing trends

• Automotive companies

• Consumer and edge data processing companies

• Industrial equipment companies
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WHO SHOULD BE INTERESTED IN THIS MONITOR
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Due to continued supply chain disruptions and manufacturing price hikes, end-of-year 2021 revenues came in much higher than MCU suppliers 

initially estimated. Stockpiling, order imbalances and a long waiting period for new manufacturing capacity will keep ASP higher for years.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

2021 Bit Class Revenue Share

4/8/16-bit 32-bit

2021 Leading Market Revenue Share

Automotive Industrial and Other

Consumer Smartcard & Secure MCU

Personal Data Processing Other Markets

2027 Bit Class Revenue Share

4/8/16-bit 32-bit

2027 Leading Market Revenue Share

Automotive Industrial and Other

Smartcard & Secure MCU Consumer

Personal Data Processing Other Markets

As the MCU market grows from  $20 billion in 2021 to $30 billion in 2027, performance design trends align with performance market growth. Low-power 

hybrid MCU application processing, connectivity AI and automobile electrification continue to drive performance features.  As securing data shifts focus 

from lightweight SIM cards to embedded solutions securing data and processes, these more powerful embedded processors will lead to Secure MCUs 

Market overtaking the basic Consumer Market.

http://www.yole.fr/
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Average selling price has been increasing
rapidly since the beginning of the
pandemic.

Labor forces have been unstable. Supply
chains have been disrupted. To remedy
the situation and bring new capacity
online, manufacturers have had to
increase pricing. These price increases
have been passed on to the OEMs as
higher ASPs for MCUs.

As can be seen in this graph, we expect
this rise to slow and peak around 2023,
but it is not expected to fall back down
significantly during this forecast.

Automotive, and to some extent,
mobility are the largest drivers, but the
increase is to a lesser degree, across the
whole ecosystem.

Even as supply chains begin to normalize,
the cost of new capacity and the rapid
increase of security and performance
features in MCUs are expected to keep
ASP higher than the forecast prior to
the supply chain disruption.
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OVERALL MARKET SUMMARY

To sum up the major trend changes, this ASP graph illustrates the impact
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2021 saw a strong finish for the high

value high-reliability class that was

mainly due to price increases passed

on from manufacturing hikes.

This price hike is expected to

continue to bolster revenue,

especially in Automotive and other

high-reliability applications.
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CLASS VIEW OF THE MARKET

Annual Revenue will remain bolstered by high ASP for years
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MICROCONTROLLER MANUFACTURING CAPEX TREND

IDM *

TSMC

UMC

SMIC
GF Other

2021 (% Share of MCU Capex)

IDM *

Foundries

2027 (% Share of MCU Capex)

* Represents a composite of all Integrated Design Manufacturers (IDM). The IDM composite Revenue from MCUs are divided into 

estimates of chip value and foundry value for more direct market comparisons with Foundry Services
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IDM COMPOSITE - UNITS OF MCU DIE AND WAFER PRODUCTION 
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* $36         $38 $41 $47         $52          $55 $56 $57

* Blended MCU Rev/Wafer 
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for more 
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YOLE GROUP OF COMPANIES RELATED PRODUCTS

Computing and AI Technologies 
for Mobile and Consumer 

Applications 2021

Artificial Intelligence Computing 
for Automotive 2020
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Reports

http://www.yole.fr/
http://www.yole.fr/
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YOLE GROUP OF COMPANIES RELATED PRODUCTS

Processor Quarterly Market 
Monitor
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Monitors
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The Yole Group of Companies, including Yole Développement, 

System Plus Consulting, and PISEO are pleased to provide you a 

glimpse of our accumulated knowledge. 

Feel free to share our data with your own network, within your 

presentations, press releases, dedicated articles, and more. But 

before doing so, contact our Public Relations department 

to make sure you get up-to-date, licensed materials.

We will be more than happy to give you our latest results and 

appropriate formats of our approved content.

Your contact: Sandrine Leroy, Dir. Public Relations

Email: leroy@yole.fr

HOW TO USE OUR DATA?
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FIELDS OF EXPERTISE COVERING THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY

Semiconductor, Memory & 

Computing

o Semiconductor Packaging and Substrates

o Semiconductor Manufacturing

o Memory 

o Computing and Software

Power & Wireless

o RF Devices & Technologies

o Compound Semiconductors & Emerging 

Materials

o Power Electronics

o Batteries & Energy Management

Photonics & Sensing
o Photonics

o Lighting 

o Imaging 

o Sensing & Actuating

o Display

About Yole Développement | www.yole.fr | ©2022
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A COMPLETE SET OF PRODUCTS & SERVICESTO ANSWER YOUR NEEDS

WEEKLY

TRACKS

Insight

› Teardowns of phones, smart 

home, wearables and automotive 

modules and systems

› Bill-of-Materials

› Block diagrams

Format

› Web access

› PDF and Excel files

› High-resolution photos

Topics

› Consumer: Smartphones, smart 

home, wearables

› Automotive: Infotainment, ADAS, 

Telematics

175+ teardowns per year125+ reports per year

YEARLY

REPORTS

Insight

› Yearly reports 

› Market, technology and strategy 

analysis 

› Supply chain changes analysis

› Reverse costing and reverse 

engineering

Format

› PDF files with analyses

› Excel files with graphics and data

Topics

› Photonics, Imaging & Sensing

› Lighting & Displays

› Power Electronics & Battery

› Compound Semiconductors

› Semiconductor Manufacturing and 

Packaging 

› Computing & Memory

110+ reports per year

SERVICES

QUARTERLY

MONITORS

Insight
› Quarterly updated market data and 

technology trends in units, value 

and wafer

› Direct access to the analyst

Format
› Excel files with data

› PDF files with analyses graphs and 

key facts

› Web access (to be available soon)

Topics
› Advanced Packaging

› Application Processor

› DRAM

› NAND

› Compound Semiconductor

› CMOS Image Sensors

› Smartphones

7 different monitors 

quarterly updated

CUSTOM 

SERVICE

Insight

› Specific and dedicated projects

› Strategic, financial, technical, supply 

chain, market and other 

semiconductor-related fields

› Reverse costing and reverse 

engineering

Format

› PDF files with analyses

› Excel files with graphics and data

Topics

› Photonics, Imaging & Sensing

› Lighting & Displays

› Power Electronics & Battery

› Compound Semiconductors

› Semiconductor Manufacturing and 

Packaging 

› Computing & Memory

190 custom projects 

per year

About Yole Développement | www.yole.fr | ©2022
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CONTACTS

North America

Jeff Perkins - jeff.perkins@yole.fr

+1-650-906-7877

EMEA, Rest of the World

Lizzie Levenez - lizzie.levenez@yole.fr

+49 151 23 54 41 82 

Japan, Korea, Rest of Asia

Takashi Onozawa - takashi.onozawa@yole.fr

+81 80 4371 4887 

Greater China 

Mavis Wang - mavis.wang@yole.fr

+886 979 336 809 +86 136 6156 6824 

FINANCIAL SERVICES 

› Jean-Christophe Eloy - eloy@yole.fr

+33 4 72 83 01 80 

› Ivan Donaldson - ivan.donaldson@yole.fr

+1 208 850 3914

CUSTOM PROJECT SERVICES

› Jérome Azémar,  Yole Développement -

jerome.azemar@yole.fr - +33 6 27 68 69 33

› Julie Coulon, System Plus Consulting -

jcoulon@systemplus.fr - +33 2 72 17 89 85

GENERAL

› Brice Le Gouic, Marketing & Sales

brice.legouic@yole.fr - +81 80 8131 7837

› Sandrine Leroy, Public Relations

sandrine.leroy@yole.fr - +33 4 72 83 01 89 

› General inquiries: info@yole.fr - +33 4 72 83 01 80

REPORTS, MONITORS & TRACKS

Follow us on
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